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The domain ontology, which plays a significant role in knowledge-based systems, still needs the
manual work of domain experts to be constructed currently. The main motivation of this paper
is to provide a semi-automatic platform which can construct fairly comprehensive domain ontology from unstructured data. Firstly, a brief QA process is proposed to simplify the interaction
with the domain experts. A novel algorithm MPVW, which extends from the classical algorithm
TF-IDF, is proposed to extract the terminologies from domain documents. MPVW balanced more
parameters and factors to evaluate the feature of terminologies. The 3-layers taxonomy and
terminology hyponymy height provide sufficient guide and prompt for domain experts to construct ontology from terminologies. According to our approach we have developed ROCP, a rapid
ontology construction platform which has been applied in the space debris mitigation domain.
The experimental data indicates that ROCP has sufficient accuracy to extract terminologies.
Meanwhile, it is effective to relieve the labor of domain experts to construct domain ontology.
Keywords: Ontology learning; semi-automatic; unstructured data; semantic web; terminology
extraction

1. Introduction

The data integration brings great convenience for knowledge acquisition and association in many domains.
The ontology, which is an explicit specification of a conceptualization (Gruber, 1993), has been widely used
as an important data modeling tool for data integration and knowledge-based systems. Ontologies are often
used to describe a specific domain. These ontologies are known as domain ontologies.
The construction of domain ontologies has been mainly relying on manual work. However, the automatic
construction attracts more attention recently. An ontology can be generally divided into schema-layer and
instance-layer. The schema-layer mainly depicts the domain knowledge structure through ontology classes,
object properties, data type properties, axioms and rules. The instance-layer mainly contains big concrete
domain data, which can usually be extracted from domain databases. In our previous work (Zhao et al., 2016),
we proposed a method of the semi-automatic mapping between a domain database and an existing ontology.
However, database metadata can only provide few terminologies, which are insufficient to construct a new
ontology. Hence, more unstructured documents such as PDF and web text are necessary for the automatic
construction of a domain ontology (Lee, 2007; Rios-Alvarado et al., 2013; Astrakhantsev and Turdacov, 2013).
Currently, more and more scholars have attempted to construct a domain ontology from unstructured
data. For instance, Kara and David (2013) try to automatically construct the gene ontology; Küçük and Arslan
(2014) construct the wind energy ontology; Wei et al. (2012) construct the agricultural ontology from web
resources. Compared with full-automatic ontology construction, semi-automatic methods get much higher
accuracy and more adoption.
However, there still exist many difficulties in the process of the semi-automatic ontology construction
from unstructured data, e.g. (1) the automatic extraction of ontology relationships, (2) the hyponymy establishment of ontology classes and especially (3) the communication between domain experts and informatics experts. Since the communication often encounters trouble and misunderstanding, a lot of domain
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ontologies are constructed by domain-informatics experts such as the MaterialInformation Ontology
(Ashino, 2010). Therefore this communication, just as the server and the client, needs a standard “protocol” to
ensure efficiency and reliability. This “protocol” defines the details of request and response. In this paper we
proposed a novel communication mechanism. The informatics experts utilize a QA (Question and Answer)
mechanism rather than face-to-face manner to communicate with domain experts.
In order to implement our idea, we develop ROCP (Rapid Ontology Construction Platform) for domain
experts. Currently, ROCP has been applied in the space debris mitigation domain. The main contribution of
our approach is shown as follows:
• A convenient and concise communication mechanism with domain experts. A QA mechanism
instead of face-to-face meeting reduces a lot of unnecessary troubles. The majority of the manual
work for domain experts can be accomplished by simple selections in ROCP.
• The Multiple Parameters Variable Weight (MPVW) algorithm is proposed for terminology extraction. This algorithm extends from classical TF-IDF algorithm and adds some new strategies to
balance the parameters.
• The Terminology Hyponymy Height (THH) algorithm and 3-layers nodes taxonomy are proposed
for ontology construction. These methods can provide clear guidelines and relieve the labor of
domain experts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of the art of ontologylearning. Section 3 briefly introduces the QA process and illustrates the overview and methodology of our
approach by a flow chart. Section 4 elaborates the terminology extraction from unstructured domain documents. Section 5 depicts the semi-automatic ontology construction from terminologies. Section 6 shows a
case study and the analysis of the experimental data. Section 7 summarizes our approach and puts forward
issues for our future work.

2. Related Work

The ontology construction from unstructured data can be regarded as a form of ontology-learning
(Maedche and Staab, 2001). Generalized ontology-learning contains not only the construction of an ontology through learning, but also the enrichment and expansion of an ontology through learning (Astrakhantsev and Turdakov, 2013), which is called ontology evolution (Sellami and Camps, 2012). The basic framework
of a new ontology can be constructed from unstructured data, and the refinement can be achieved by the
ontology evolution in the future.
A number of systems are proposed for the extraction from unstructured data, e.g. Text-to-Onto (Maedche
and Staab, 2000), TextOntoEx (Dahab, 2008), OntoLearn (Navigli et al., 2003), ASIUM (Faure et al., 1998),
PKS (Manganello, 2013) and YAMO (Dutta, 2015). Currently, the mainstream methods of the ontology construction from unstructured data can be mainly divided into three categories: (1) statistics-based methods,
(2) linguistics-based methods and (3) dictionary-based methods (Zhang and Wu, 2012).
Statistics-based methods are the most popular methods. Especially in the era of big data, the booming of text-clustering makes statistics-based methods more advanced. The general idea of statisticsbased methods is the calculation of a “total score” which can evaluate the candidate words. For example,
Marciniak and Mykowiecka (2014) propose the “C-value” to evaluate the candidate words. Statistics-based
methods have greater advantages in terminologies extraction (Macken et al., 2013; Choi and Myaeng,
2012; Bernth et al., 2003; Chung, 2002). Therefore, they are more widely used in semi-automatic systems
(Wei et al., 2012; Küçük and Arslan, 2014).
Linguistics-based methods utilize more NLP (Natural Language Processing) algorithms to discover the
hyponymy and further relationships (Liu et al,. 2008; Niu et al,. 2015). Therefore, this kind of methods has
greater advantages to search for the relationships of ontology concepts, especially non-taxonomy relationships (Sánchez and Moreno, 2008).
Dictionary-based methods can make use of the semantic annotation of a custom or external knowledge base.
For instance, Erdmann et al. (2009) utilize Wikipedia to extract terminologies; Küçük and Arslan (2014) utilize
Wikipedia to construct a wind-energy ontology. Dictionary-based methods often work with another kind of methods (Weng et al., 2006). Moreover, multi-strategy methods are also widely used (Shamsfard and Barforoush, 2003).
In conclusion, ROCP chooses statistics-based methods to generate a domain-correlativity ranking of the
result terminologies, which can help domain experts with the manual work. Moreover, ROCP proposes a
novel interaction mechanism with the domain experts, which is an innovation currently.
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3. Overview and Methodology
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The main motivation of ROCP is to rapidly construct fairly comprehensive domain ontology rather than to
spend a lot of time to construct encyclopedic ontology. Therefore, ROCP should enhance the degree of automation under the premise of ensuring the basic accuracy. The convenient QA process between ROCP and
domain experts, which is illustrated in Figure 1, is an important way to improve the automation.
Figure 1 shows the QA process between ROCP and domain experts. The whole process can be divided into
two major phases (i.e., terminology extraction from domain documents and ontology construction from
terminologies). Firstly, if domain experts start domain ontology construction, ROCP will request them to
upload domain documents. After the first response of domain experts, ROCP performs the pre-processing
such as word segmentation and document validation. In order to enable the domain experts to regulate
the final result, ROCP requests them to configure the parameters (e.g. the weight of factors in terminology extraction). After the second response of domain experts, ROCP performs the terminology extraction
and request domain experts to make a simple classification of the extracted terminologies. After the third
response of domain experts, ROCP can generate ontology nodes and request users to establish the relationships of the nodes. Finally, ROCP returns OWL files as the result ontology (Pascal et al., 2007).
Figure 2 comprehensively illustrates the process of ontology construction from unstructured data. The
left part of Figure 2 depicts the terminology extraction from unstructured domain documents. The domain
experts provide domain documents and ROCP integrates large amount of domain-independent documents
as corpus. Invalid domain documents can be removed through the cosine-similarity algorithm. All the words
in domain documents will be segmented and ROCP will calculate the domain-correlativity of every appeared
word. The Multiple Parameters Variable Weight (MPVW) algorithm is designed to implement the calculation.
This algorithm extends from the classical algorithm TF-IDF and can freely balance the weight of all parameters. High domain-correlativity words will be extracted as terminologies, which are sorted according the
Terminology Hyponymy Height (THH) for the next step.
The right part of Figure 2 describes the ontology construction from terminologies. The domain experts
firstly put the extracted terminologies into three layers (i.e., class layer, property layer and individual layer)
and discard incorrect terminologies. Afterwards the domain experts can construct the hierarchy of the class
layer under the guide of Terminology Hyponymy Height (THH). Subsequently, the ontology properties and
instances will be linked to corresponding ontology classes.
The word segmentation of domain documents can be achieved by means of Apache Lucene, and the
ontology construction can be achieved with the help of Apache Jena. An ontology model will be created by
Apache Jena to display the temporary ontology being edited by the domain experts. Finally, an OWL file will
be generated according to the result ontology model.
Throughout the whole process of ROCP running, a new ontology grows from scratch to rich. This is the process of ontology learning from unstructured data. However, it is not sufficient to learn axioms and rules from

Figure 1: The QA process between ROCP and domain experts.
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Figure 2: The overview of our approach.
merely unstructured domain documents. The ontology is not immutable after construction. On the contrary, it can improve itself through further learning.

4. The extraction of terminologies from domain documents
4.1. Text Preprocessing

ROCP firstly converts domain documents into statistics available words by words segmentation, stemming
and stopping. Stemming can make different forms of a word be treated as a same word. Stopping can make
function words (e.g., at, the, of) in a stop list be excluded from statistics.
Table 1 shows an algorithm of domain document words segmentation. ROCP uses a two dimensional list
W to return the segmented words (Line 1). All domain documents will be segmented into words (Line 2–3),
and all words will be further processed by stemming and stopping (Line 4–9). Finally, the list W is statistics
available for the terminology extraction.
In order to compare the similarity between documents, we construct the Vector Space Model (VSM) from
the statistics available words. The dimension of the vector is the number of the words which appeared at
least once. Each document corresponds to a vector. Each element of the vector represents the occurrences
of the words in a document.
Table 2 shows an algorithm of the VSM construction. Actually, ROCP selects N highest-frequency words
to obtain the dimension of the vectors (Line 3–6). Afterwards, the vectors will be generated according to the
occurrences of the words (Line 7–11).

4.2. Document Validation

In order to distinguish between terminologies and non-terminologies, ROCP integrates large amount of
domain-independent documents as corpus. However, a few of the documents in the corpus may happen to
be domain-related documents. Meanwhile, a small part of the domain documents may be invalid. Therefore,
the document validation is necessary.

Zhao et al: ROCP
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Table 1: The algorithm of the Domain document word segmentation.
Algorithm 1.1 Domain document word segmentation
Input: Domain documents List D
Output: The segmented words W;
1. List W;
2. for each i in D
3. List Wi = D.WordSegmentationByLucene();
4.

for each j in Wi

5.

Wij.stemming();

6.
7.

if Wij in stopwordlist
Wi.remove(Wij);

8.

end if

9.

end for

10. end for
11. return W;

Table 2: The algorithm of the construction of VSM.
Algorithm 1.2 The construction of VSM
Input: The segmented words W, words number N.
OutPut: The vector space model of each document VSM;
1. List HFW;
2. List VSM;
3.
4.
5.

for each i in W
HFWi=Wi.findHighFrequencyWords(WN);
end for

6. List WA=HFW.allHighFrequencyWords();
7.
8.
9.
10.

for each j in W
for each k in WA
VSMk=WAk.appearedTimesIn(Wj);
end for

11. end for

Figure 3 shows the process of document validation. The cosine-similarity algorithm is used to
search for invalid domain documents. Firstly, all domain documents will be converted into vectors
as shown in Figure 4. The included angle between two vectors can indicate their similarity. Most
of the domain documents provided by domain experts should be similar (v1–v5 in Figure 4). Only
a minority of the documents may be quite different from others (v6 in Figure 4). Therefore, ROCP
can locate the invalid documents by calculating the average cosine value (AVC) of each vector and
all the vectors.
The detailed calculation process of AVC can be expressed by formula 1–4. The domain documents (DD) is
converted to vectors A, B, etc. The value N is the amount of the domain documents DD. The value n is the
dimension of the vectors. The similarity of vectors A and B is expressed by Sim(A, B) in formula 3. The average
cosine value of each vector can be calculated by formula 4.
					 DD = {A , B ,...} 

(1)

=
A (a=
(b1 ,b2 ,...bn ) 				(2)
1 , a 2 ,...a n ); B
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Figure 3: Documents Validation.

Figure 4: The cosine similarity algorithm to locate invalid documents.
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Table 3 shows an algorithm to remove invalid documents. ROCP will calculate each of the average cosinesimilarity with all other vectors (Line 2–7). All the average cosine-similarity of the vectors will take the average again as the total average cosine-similarity (Line 8–10). Domain experts can set a threshold CT to remove
the invalid documents. If the absolute value of the difference between the average cosine-similarity of a
vector and the total average cosine-similarity exceeds the threshold CT, the document which corresponds to
this vector will be removed as an invalid document (Line 11–15).
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Table 3: The algorithm to remove invalid documents.
Algorithm 1.3 Remove invalid documents
Input: The Vector Space Model VSM, the cosSimilarity threshold CT, The domain documents D;
Output: The valid domain documents D;
1. sumcos1=0; sumcos2=0;
2. for each i in VSM
3.

for each j in VSM

4.

cosSimij=VSMi.computeCosSimilarityWith(VSMj);

5.

sumcos1+=cosSimij;

6.

end for

7.

avgCosSimi=sumcos1/j

8.

sumcos2+= avgCosSimi

9. end for
10. totalAvgCosSim=sumcos2/i
11. for each i in avgCosSim
12.

if Math.abs(totalAvgCosSim-avgCosSimi)>CT

13.

D.removeDocumentByItsVSMIndex(i)

14.

end if;

15. end for;
16. return D;

4.3. MPVW Algorithm for terminology extraction

In order to achieve terminology extraction, ROCP uses a new algorithm based on the classical algorithm TFIDF. For term i in document j, TF (Term Frequency) can be calculated by formula 5, IDF (Inverse document
frequency) can be calculated by formula 6. The numerator in formula 5 stands for the number of the occurrences of term i in document j. The denominator in formula 5 can be regarded as the total number of words
in document j. The numerator in formula 6 stands for the total number of documents in the corpus. The
denominator in formula 6 stands for the number of the documents in the corpus which contains the term
i. In addition, the denominator should add 1 in case of the zero denominators.

TFi , j =
					
				

IDFi = log

ni , j
(5)
∑ k nk , j

|D |
(6)
1+ |{ j : t i ∈ d j }|

TFij × IDFi (7)
ij
					 TFIDF=
The TF-IDF value can be regarded as a score to evaluate whether a word is a key word. The values of TF and
IDF are equally important for the result. Therefore, the TF-IDF value is calculated by simple multiplication
of TF and IDF as shown in formula 7.
However, terminologies are different from key words. Key words generally appear many times in the documents, while the terminologies may appear only one or two times in the domain documents. The characteristic of terminologies is the quite low occurrences in domain-independent documents. Therefore, IDF is
more important than TF for terminologies extraction. Weighting should be used in order to compute a score
which can evaluate whether a word is a terminology.
In classical TF-IDF algorithm, the IDF value is obtained by logarithm. If the logarithm is not taken to the
IDF, the range of IDF will become quite large. If so, the influence of IDF on the TF-IDF value will be much
greater than that of TF. Therefore, taking logarithm of IDF can balance the influence of TF and IDF on the
TF-IDF value. In fact, this is also a method of weighting.
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Obviously, the weight of a variable in a multiplication product corresponds to its range. For TF and IDF,
their range can be expressed in formula 8. Meanwhile, the TF-IDF value can be expressed in formula 9. A
and B are defined in formula 10, the range of A and B have a common lower limit 1 in formula 11. At this
time, the weight of A and B depends on their upper limit. Similarly, for any variable p, we define the nature
weight NW in formula 12.

(8)
				 TF ∈ [TFmin ,TFmax ]; IDF ∈ [IDFmin , IDFmax ]

			

TFIDF =
TF × IDF =
TFmin × IDFmin ×

TF
					 TFmin

TF
IDF (9)
×
TFmin IDFmin

IDF
IDFmin

B
= A=
;

					

A ∈ [1,

(10)

TFmax
IDFmax
]; B ∈ [1,
] (11)
TFmin
IDFmin

b
(12)
p ∈ [a ,b ]; NW p =
a
					
Therefore, the weight of a variable can be changed by zooming its range. If the weight of a variable need to
be scaled by coefficient k, the lower limit of its range can be kept unchanged, the upper limit of its range
should be scaled by coefficient k.
For variable P, whose range is from a to b, a new variable Nk(Pi) can express the scaled variable P by coefficient k. The upper limit of Nk(Pi) is enlarged to k*b. Meanwhile, the general terms Nk(Pi) maintain the
origin ratio of distance in the number axis. Thus, the value of Nk(Pi) can be calculated by substituting Pi into
formula 15.
b − a (13)
				 Pi ∈ [a ,b ]; length (Pi ) =

			 N k (Pi ) ∈ [a , kb ], length (N k (Pi )) =kb − a , k > 1 (14)
				

N k (Pi ) =+
a (kb − a )

Pi − a
b −a

(15)

ROCP can arbitrarily set weights for parameters by formula 15. Moreover, some new parameters besides TF
and IDF can join in. The terminologies are generally longer than other normal words. Thus, a new parameter
WL is defined in formula 16. For term i in document j, the numerator in formula 16 stands for the word
length of term i. The denominator in formula 16 stands for the length of the longest word in document j.
Corresponding to IDF, a new parameter DDF (Domain-Document Frequency) is defined in formula 17.
The numerator in formula 17 stands for the total number of the domain documents. The denominator in
formula 17 stands for the number of the documents in the domain document set which contains the term i.

				
				

WLi , j =

length (i )
max length ( j )

DDFi = log

(16)

| D '|
(17)
1+ |{ j : t i ∈ d j }|

If the domain experts input w1, w2, w3 and w4 for the weights of TF, IDF, DDF and WL, the ratio of four new
parameters a, b, c and d can be calculated by formula 18. Afterwards, the TermScore which can evaluate
whether a word is a terminology can be drawn by formula 19. Nk(Pi) can be calculated by formula 15. Terminology extraction can be easily achieved according to TermScore. In this paper, the algorithm to calculate
TermScore is called MPVW (Multiple Parameters Variable Weight) algorithm.

			

TFmax IDFmax DDFmax WLmax
:b
:c
:d
= w 1 : w 2 : w 3 : w 4 (18)
TFmin IDFmin DDFmin WLmin

			

TermScore ij =N a (TFi j ) × N b (IDFi ) × N c (DDFi ) × N d (WLij ) (19)

a
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5. The ontology construction from terminologies
5.1. 3-Layers taxonomy

Terminology extraction is mainly achieved by automatic methods. However, the ontology construction needs
more manual work of domain experts. Simple selections are obviously the most convenient for the domain
documents. Therefore, ROCP allows domain experts to complete the interaction by selecting. Meanwhile, a
number of recommendation data are provided to help users complete the selections.
After the terminology extraction the domain experts can set a threshold to search for a number of words
which get highest TermScore as candidate terminologies. A minority of the candidate terminologies will be
discarded as invalid terminologies by the domain experts. Most candidate terminologies will be converted
into ontology nodes, which have different types such as ontology class, object property, datatype property
and individuals. Therefore, it is necessary to make a preliminary taxonomy of terminologies.
Figure 5 briefly illustrates the process of the taxonomy. The valid terminologies are divided into class
layer, property layer and individual layer. Domain experts can achieve the taxonomy via an interface in
Figure 6. In particular, the object properties are not directly selected. A part of ontology classes are the
range of object properties (e.g. mitigation and orbit in Figure 6). Corresponding object properties will be
created based on these classes in Figure 7. Default names of the new object properties (e.g. HasMitigation
and HasOrbit) are provided for convenience. Domain experts can modify them if necessary.

Figure 5: The 3-layers taxonomy.

Figure 6: A part of the selection for domain experts to achieve 3-layers taxonomy.
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After the 3-layers taxonomy, ROCP will create a temporary ontology model by Apache Jena to save the
results of the taxonomy. In the ontology model, ontology nodes will be created according to the terminologies.

5.2. Ontology assembly

After the 3-layers taxonomy, ontology nodes must be assembled by a series of relationships to form a complete ontology model. As shown in Figure 8, these relationships consist of the hyponymy of ontology
classes, the domain of datatype properties and object properties, and the types of individuals. In particular,
the hyponymy of ontology nodes is the most important and tricky.
The algorithm for ontology class hyponymy construction is shown in Table 4. The input NodesPool stands
for a list which contains all the ontology class nodes. The output OntTree is a 2 dimensional list which
can save the nodes hierarchically. Firstly the domain experts select the root nodes from the NodesPool
(Line 1). Subsequently, the root nodes will be added in the OntTree as the first layer (Line 2). Meanwhile,

Figure 7: Object property creation.

Figure 8: Ontology assembly.
Table 4: The algorithm for ontology classes hyponymy construction.
Algorithm 2 The construction of ontology classes hyponymy
Input: list NodesPool;
OutPut: list OntTree;
1. List rootNodes=SelectRootNodesByExperts(NodesPool);
2. OntTree0=rootNodes;
3. NodesPool.remove(rootNodes);
4. int n=1;
5.

while(NodesPool.hasElement())

6.

tempnodes=SelectNodesByExperts (NodesPool);

7.

OntTreen.addsubnodes(tempnodes);

8.

OntTreen+1.add(tempnodes);

9.

NodesPool.remove(tempnodes);

10.

n++;

11. end while

Zhao et al: ROCP
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the NodesPool will remove the selected nodes (Line 3). As long as there are nodes exist in the NodesPool,
domain experts can select sub nodes of the current layer to construct next layer. Meanwhile, the NodesPool
will remove the selected nodes (Line 4–11).
However, selecting a layer of nodes from all nodes will cost a lot of time. Therefore, a new parameter terminology hyponymy height (THH) is proposed to sort the nodes. Generally, the upper layer of terminologies
has a lot of occurrences in the domain document, and it also has some occurrences in domain-independent
documents. On the contrary, the lower layer of terminologies has less occurrences in the domain document,
and it has nearly no occurrences in domain-independent documents. Therefore, according to the definition
of TF and IDF, the hyponymy height THH is defined in formula 20.

THH =
					

TF
IDF

(20)

Thus, the upper layer of terminologies will be sorted in the front of all nodes. Domain experts can conveniently build each layer. ROCP will save all the selection of domain experts in the ontology model by Apache
Jena. After the ontology assembly, a complete OWL file can be generated according to the ontology model.

6. Experimental data analysis

6.1. A case study in space debris mitigation domain

Currently, ROCP has been applied in space debris mitigation domain, which is secret-related. Domain
experts can firstly extract terminologies from domain documents by ROCP. In Figure 9, the tag cloud of the
extracted terminologies is generated to give a brief result for the domain experts. Afterwards, the domain
experts can discard unnecessary terminologies and construct the ontology under the guide of ROCP. A part
of the terminologies are renamed for more accurate definition (e.g. GEO is turned to Geostationary Orbit;
SSO is turned to Sun Synchronous Orbit, etc.). The main structure of the ontology in space debris mitigation
domain is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9: The tag cloud in space debris mitigation domain.

Figure 10: The main part of the ontology in space debris mitigation domain.
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6.2. The accuracy comparison of algorithm MPVW and TF-IDF

An experiment is designed to evaluate the feasibility of the MPVW algorithm. Different domains may have
different characteristics. Therefore, we collect two sets of domain documents. One set is from a small and
specific domain, the other is from a big and wide domain. MPVW and classical TF-IDF algorithms compete
for higher accuracy.
The Corpus is extracted from China Daily English Edition. Each edition of this journal is regarded as a
document. The domain documents set 1(DS1) is extracted from a small domain named space debris mitigation. The domain documents set 2(DS2) is extracted from a big domain named astronautics fundamentals.
The detailed information of the corpus and experimental data sets are shown in Table 5.
ROCP firstly performs the stemming and stopping to make a statistics of non-repeat words. These words
will be regarded as total valid words (TW). Domain experts manually search for terminologies from TW, the
result is regarded as total terminologies (TT). Afterwards, TW will be sorted by the MPVW score or TF-IDF
score. The words which have highest score will be extracted as terminologies. The number of the extraction
(NE) is 120% of TT. The number of correct words in NE is expressed as NC. The related statistics is shown in
Table 6.

					
					
			

f1 −=
measure

NC
TT

recall =

precision =

(21)

NC
NE

(22)

2*recall * precision
2NC
=
recall + precision NE + TT

(23)

In this paper, three parameters recall, precision and F1-measure are used to evaluate the feasibility of the
algorithms. The recall is defined in formula 21. The precision is defined in formula 22. The F1-Messure is
defined in formula 23. The related experimental data is shown in Table 7. The corresponding histogram is
shown in Figure 11.
Table 5: The detailed information of the corpus and experimental data.
Documents

The Corpus

Domain documents set 1

Domain documents set 2

Source

China Daily

Space debris mitigation

Astronautics fundamentals

Number of documents

1000

20

50

Total number of words

1777763

54619

145628

1778

2731

2513

Average number of
words

Table 6: The statistics of the extracted terminologies.
Total
Valid
words(TW)

Total
Terminologies(TT)

Number of
Extraction(NE)

Number
of Correct
words(NC)

DS1-MPVW

2617

129

155

123

DS1-TF-IDF

2617

129

155

81

DS2-MPVW

4126

288

346

254

DS2-TF-IDF

4126

288

346

209

Table 7: The result of the recall, precision and F1-Measure.
Recall

Precision

F1 Measure

DS1-MPVW

95.3%

79.4%

86.6%

DS1-TF-IDF

62.8%

52.3%

57.1%

DS2-MPVW

88.1%

73.4%

80.1%

DS2-TF-IDF

72.6%

60.4%

65.9%

Zhao et al: ROCP
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The Experimental data shows that MPVW algorithm has obvious advantage in recall, precision and
F1-measure. However, this advantage will decrease when the documents comes from a big domain. The reason is that the terminologies in a big domain have more opportunity to exist in the corpus. On the contrary,
the terminologies in a small domain may be more specialized and have little opportunity to exist in the
corpus. Therefore, MPVW is more suitable for the terminologies extraction in a small domain.

6.3. The time test of the semi-automatic ontology construction

The ontology construction from terminologies needs more manual work of domain experts. Therefore, we
make a statistics of each period of the manual operation. Four data sets DS3, DS4, DS5 and DS6 which have
different number of terminologies are used in this test. At last the pure manual ontology construction time
by Protégé is shown as a comparison. The detailed experimental data is shown in Table 8. The corresponding histogram is shown in Figure 12.

The manual ontology construction costs a lot of time. Especially, domain experts will be more
confused when the numbers of terminologies are very large. The experimental data indicates that
ROCP can save 42% time when the number of terminology is 85 but 56% time when the number
of terminology is 254. Moreover, ROCP can save more time when the result domain ontology is
larger. The reason is that the nodes classification and sorting by ROCP is more important to deal
with big data.

Figure 11: The accuracy comparison of algorithm MPVW and TF-IDF.
Table 8: The time cost of each period of the manual operation.
Data sets
Number of
Terminologies

DS3

DS4

DS5

DS6

85

123

171

254

3-layers
taxonomy

382s

579s

856s

1366s

Hyponymy
construction

415s

695s

1056s

1690s

Properties and
instances link

236s

346s

491s

747s

ROCP
Total time

1033s
12.15 s/word

1620s
13.17 s/word

2403s
14.05 s/word

3803s
14.97 s/word

Protégé
Total Time

1787s
2867s
21.02 s/word 23.31 s/word

4602s
26.91 s/word

8708s
30.28 s/word
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Figure 12: The time test of ontology construction by ROCP and manual work by Protégé.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an approach to establish a rapid domain ontology construction platform
ROCP. ROCP uses a QA mechanism to enable domain experts to achieve the ontology construction from
unstructured data, which consists of two main steps as follows. One step is the extraction from unstructured
data. ROCP firstly performs the text pre-processing to construct a Vector Space Model from the domain
documents. Afterwards, the average cosine-similarity algorithm is used to achieve the document validation.
Subsequently, a new algorithm MVPW, which extends from the classical algorithm TF-IDF, is proposed to
implement the terminology extraction. The other step is the ontology construction from terminologies,
which needs more manual work of the domain experts. After the 3-layers taxonomy of the terminologies, a
temporary ontology model with separated ontology nodes is constructed. Subsequently, a new parameter
terminology hyponymy height (THH) and corresponding algorithm are proposed to make it convenient
for domain experts to construct the hyponymy of ontology classes. In the experiments, we firstly compare
the recall and precision of MVPW and TF-IDF algorithm. The experimental results indicate that the MPVW
algorithm has obvious advantage in terminology extraction. Afterwards, we make statistics of the manual
operation time to verify the efficiency of the semi-automatic ontology construction.
ROCP has been used in space debris mitigation domain as a part of a decision support system. With
the help of ROCP, domain experts can (1) rapidly construct a domain ontology which can provide decision support to deal with new problems and (2) reduce communication barriers with information experts.
Additionally, other users can (3) have better understanding of space debris mitigation domain through a lot
of related knowledge in the ontology.
We have discussed that ROCP can provide a great convenience for domain experts to rapidly construct
a domain ontology. However, ROCP still needs further improvement. The limitation is that non-taxonomy
relationships can not be perfectly extracted. Besides, ROCP faces a challenge of ensuring the accuracy of big
domain ontology construction.
In the future, (1) we can use statistics-based methods to achieve automatic ontology relationships extraction. For example, the Bayesian-network may be used to derive ontology relationships from XML formats of
Word or PDF documents. (2) We can derive ontology from big open source knowledge base such as DBPedia
and Yago. (3) We can apply the methodology of ROCP to other domains. (4) In addition, more applications
about domain data integration, such as a domain micro-encyclopedia, can be achieved with the help of ROCP.
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